Arlo & Jacob
Sofas for life
A stage for life’s moments.

Your sofa is there for all of life’s moments, the big and the small. It’s the front row, a stage, your sanctuary. The best seat in the house.

We are Arlo & Jacob. We design, handmake, and carefully deliver sofas that are more than just part of the furniture. They’re sofas for life.

arloandjacob.com
Exceptionally comfortable sofas in a range of timeless designs.

Harriet Corner
Shown on left in True Linen, Ash
Corners starting from £2,780

George
Shown below in Classic Leather, Conker
Starting from £550
We use beech and birch hardwoods in our sturdy frames, which is why they come with a lifetime guarantee.

Crawford
Shown on right in Designers Guild Varese, Fuchsia
Sofas starting from £1,075

Áragon
Shown below in Animal Print, Navy
Chair starting from £690
Sofas

Elegant twists on old favourites and re-vamped retros, we’ve got a sofa that’ll fit into your life so well you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it.

**Darcy**
Chair: W103cm, H82cm, D105cm
Snuggler: W151cm, H82cm, D105cm
Small: W175cm, H82cm, D105cm
Medium: W218cm, H82cm, D105cm
Grande: W262cm, H82cm, D105cm
Chair starting from £990
Sofas starting from £1,350

**Knightley**
Chair: W81cm, H86cm, D99cm
Small: W174cm, H86cm, D99cm
Large: W205cm, H86cm, D99cm
Chair starting from £755
Sofas starting from £1,145

**Helena**
Chair: W103cm, H91cm, D93cm
Small: W172cm, H91cm, D93cm
Large: W215cm, H91cm, D93cm
Chair starting from £755
Sofas starting from £1,165

**Hartfield**
Chair: W86cm, H87cm, D102cm
Snuggler: W125cm, H87cm, D102cm
Small: W165cm, H87cm, D102cm
Large: W194cm, H87cm, D102cm
Chair starting from £755
Sofas starting from £1,135

**Cartwright**
Chair: W91cm, H80cm, D98cm
Snuggler: W132cm, H80cm, D113cm
Small: W163cm, H80cm, D113cm
Medium: W192cm, H80cm, D113cm
Large: W228cm, H80cm, D113cm
Chair starting from £755
Sofas starting from £1,185

**Cartwright Chaise**
Chaise (left or right hand facing): W228cm, H80cm, D113/168cm
Chaises starting from £1,800

**Elton**
Chair: W81cm, H77cm, D75cm
Snuggler: W112cm, H77cm, D87cm
Small: W143cm, H77cm, D87cm
Medium: W170cm, H77cm, D87cm
Large: W208cm, H77cm, D87cm
Chair starting from £525
Sofas starting from £765

**Dixon**
Snuggler: W105cm, H78cm, D97cm
Medium: W190cm, H78cm, D97cm
Large: W223cm, H78cm, D97cm
Snuggler starting from £945
Sofas starting from £1,040

Available in over 120 handpicked fabrics and designer fabric options.
Sofas

We know that families come in all shapes and sizes, which is why ours do too. We have designs to suit everyone and every home.

**Philo**
- Medium: W170cm, H86cm, D95cm
- Large: W204cm, H86cm, D95cm
- Grande: W237cm, H86cm, D95cm
Sofas starting from £1,155

**Philo Chaise**
- Large chaise (left or right hand facing): W212cm, H86cm, D95/155cm
- Grande chaise (left or right hand facing): W242cm, H86cm, D95/155cm
Chaises starting from £1,800

**Philo Corner**
- Small corner: W222cm, H86cm, D222cm
- Medium corner: W252cm, H86cm, D252cm
- Large corner: W286cm, H86cm, D286cm
- Grande corner: W319cm, H86cm, D319cm
Corners starting from £2,425

**Theodore**
- Snuggler: W125cm, H77cm, D98cm
- Medium: W177cm, H77cm, D98cm
- Large: W210cm, H77cm, D98cm
- Grande: W245cm, H77cm, D98cm
Snuggler starting from £910
Sofas starting from £1,130
Sofas

Manufactured at our factory in Long Eaton, we’re proud that all our sofas are handmade in Britain from the best quality materials.

Crawford

Medium: W194cm, H77cm, D108cm
Large: W260cm, H77cm, D108cm
Sofas starting from £1,075

Crawford Chaise

Chaise (left or right hand facing): W259cm, H77cm, D108/166cm
Chaisers starting from £1,655

Crawford Corner

Small Corner (left or right hand facing): W271cm x 271cm, H77cm, D108cm
Corner: W271cm x 271cm, H77cm, D108cm
Grande Corner (left or right hand facing): W337cm x 271cm, H77cm, D108cm
Corners starting from £2,345

Earnshaw

Chair: W85cm, H83cm, D83cm
Small: W140cm, H83cm, D83cm
Medium: W170cm, H83cm, D83cm
Large: W203cm, H83cm, D83cm
Grande: W238cm, H83cm, D83cm
Chair starting from £650
Sofas starting from £900

Earnshaw Chaise

Large Chaise (left or right hand facing): W239cm, H83cm, D83/148cm
Grande Chaise (left or right hand facing): W272cm, H83cm, D83/148cm
Chaisers starting from £1,700

Earnshaw Corner

Small Corner: W208x208cm, H83cm, D83cm
Medium Corner: W238x238cm, H83cm, D83cm
Large Corner: W271x271cm, H83cm, D83cm
Grande Corner: W306x306cm, H83cm, D83cm
Corners starting from £1,900

Orlando

Chair: W75cm, H85cm, D93cm
Sofa: W151cm, H85cm, D93cm
Chair starting from £665
Sofas starting from £945

0% Finance
Available on orders over £1,000
Elton
Shown in Stirling, Cornflower
Sofas starting from £765
Sofas

Our range of traditional and contemporary sofas are designed to feel at home in any home.

**Bardolph (Formal)**
- Chair: W86cm, H88cm, D96cm
- Small: W154cm, H88cm, D96cm
- Large: W194cm, H88cm, D96cm
- Chair starting from £660
- Sofas starting from £1,050

**Bardolph Chaise**
- Chaise (left or right hand facing): W194cm, H88cm, D96/160cm
- Chaises starting from £1,445

**Bardolph (Scatter)**
- Small: W154cm, H88cm, D96cm
- Large: W194cm, H88cm, D96cm
- Sofas starting from £1,050

**Heywood**
- Snuggler: W134cm, H78cm, D100cm
- Medium: W181cm, H78cm, D100cm
- Large: W216cm, H78cm, D100cm
- Grande: W254cm, H78cm, D100cm
- Snuggler starting from £945
- Sofas starting from £1,210

**Montague**
- Chair: W107cm, H92cm, D99cm
- Small: W177cm, H92cm, D99cm
- Large: W216cm, H92cm, D99cm
- Chair starting from £755
- Sofas starting from £1,280

**Pembroke**
- Chair: W104cm, H87cm, D98cm
- Small: W170cm, H87cm, D98cm
- Medium: W190cm, H87cm, D98cm
- Large: W236cm, H87cm, D98cm
- Sofa Bed: W191cm, H92cm, D98/227cm
- Chair starting from £850
- Sofas starting from £1,070

**Pembroke Corner**
- Small Corner (left or right hand facing): W246cm x 180cm, H87cm, D98cm
- Corner: W246cm x 246cm, H87cm, D98cm
- Grande Corner (left or right hand facing): W312cm x 246cm, H87cm, D98cm
- Corners starting from £2,850

---

**Available as a Sofa Bed**

Our lifetime guarantee is founded on our superior quality & craftsmanship.
Sofas

With modular, secret storage and sofa bed options, we have a versatile range of sofas in various sizes that will suit any living space.

Bertie Chaise

Large Chaise (left or right hand facing):
W239cm, H91cm, D91/150cm
Grande Chaise (left or right hand facing):
W259cm, H91cm, D91/150cm
Available as a Sofa Bed with Storage Chaises starting from £2,800

Available as a Sofa Bed

Bertie

Small: W158cm, H91cm, D91cm
Medium: W178cm, H91cm, D91cm
Large: W198cm, H91cm, D91cm
Grande: W218cm, H91cm, D91cm
Sofas starting from £1,150

George

Chair: W66cm, H88cm, D78cm
Snuggler: W102cm, H88cm, D78cm
Chair starting from £550
Snuggler starting from £790

Bertie Chaise

Shown in Cotton Velvet, Burnt Umber
Chaises starting from £2,800

George

Chair: W66cm, H88cm, D78cm
Snuggler: W102cm, H88cm, D78cm
Chair starting from £550
Snuggler starting from £790
Sofas

We’re a family brand and we believe that the sofa is the heart of the home and should be there for all of life’s moments.

Harriet

Small: W130cm, H95cm, D100cm
Medium: W160cm, H95cm, D100cm
Large: W194cm, H95cm, D100cm
Grande: W227cm, H95cm, D100cm

Sofas starting from £1,150

Harriet Chaise

Large Chaise (left or right hand facing):
W199cm, H95cm, D100/160cm
Grande Chaise (left or right hand facing):
W229cm, H95cm, D100/160cm

Chaises starting from £1,930

Harriet Corner

Small Corner:
W216x216cm, H95cm, D100cm
Medium Corner:
W246x246cm, H95cm, D100cm
Large Corner:
W283x283cm, H95cm, D100cm
Grande Corner:
W313x313cm, H95cm, D100cm

Corners starting from £2,780

Johnston

Small: W140cm, H94cm, D101cm
Medium: W170cm, H94cm, D101cm
Large: W204cm, H94cm, D101cm
Grande: W237cm, H94cm, D101cm

Sofas starting from £900

Henry

Chair: W111cm, H95cm, D99cm
Small: W154cm, H95cm, D99cm
Medium: W184cm, H95cm, D99cm
Large: W218cm, H95cm, D99cm
Grande: W251cm, H95cm, D99cm

Chair starting from £890

Sofa starting from £1,190

Henry Chaise

Large Chaise (left or right hand facing):
W224cm, H95cm, D99/157cm
Grande Chaise (left or right hand facing):
W254cm, H95cm, D99/157cm

Chaises starting from £1,800

Removable cover
We are confident that our sofas can handle whatever life throws at them. That’s why we offer a lifetime guarantee on all our frames.

Aragon
Chair: W90cm, H99cm, D91cm
Sofa: W155cm, H99cm, D91cm
Chair starting from £690
Sofas starting from £945

Wallis
Chair: W88cm, H96cm, D92cm
Sofa: W150cm, H96cm, D92cm
Chair starting from £755
Sofas starting from £1,110

Balthasar
Chair: W88cm, H86cm, D98cm
Small: W154cm, H86cm, D98cm
Medium: W184cm, H86cm, D98cm
Large: W214cm, H86cm, D98cm
Sofa Bed: W195cm, H86cm, D225cm
Chair starting from £755
Sofas starting from £1,030

Balthasar Corner
Small Corner: W247cm x 181cm, H86cm, D98cm
Corner: W247cm x 247cm, H86cm, D98cm
Grande Corner: W313cm x 247cm, H86cm, D98cm
Corners starting from £2,580

Matilda
Chair: W76cm, H89cm, D87cm
Snuggler: W109cm, H89cm, D87cm
Small: W131cm, H89cm, D87cm
Medium: W161cm, H89cm, D87cm
Large: W195cm, H89cm, D87cm
Chair starting from £700
Sofas starting from £915

Ferdinand
Chair: W72cm, H85cm, D90cm
Small: W128cm, H85cm, D90cm
Medium: W155cm, H85cm, D90cm
Large: W188cm, H85cm, D90cm
Grande: W226cm, H85cm, D90cm
Chair starting from £720
Sofas starting from £980

Ferdinand Chaise
Large Chaise (left or right hand facing): W197cm, H85cm, D90/148cm
Grande Chaise (left or right hand facing): W224cm, H85cm, D90/148cm
Chaises starting from £1,952

Ferdinand Corner
Small Corner: W202 x 202cm, H85cm, D90cm
Medium Corner: W229 x 229cm, H85cm, D90cm
Large Corner: W262 x 262cm, H85cm, D90cm
Grande Corner: W300 x 300cm, H85cm, D90cm
Corners starting from £2,380

Wallis
Chair: W84cm, H96cm, D92cm
Sofa: W150cm, H96cm, D92cm
Chair starting from £755
Sofas starting from £1,110

Available as a Sofa Bed

Exceptional quality and comfort are at the heart of everything we do.
Earnshaw
Shown in Soft Wool Mix, Shadow
Sofas starting from £900

Eliot
Shown in Graffiti, Hale
Footstool starting from £280
Chairs

Looking for the perfect statement, occasional or bedroom chair? We have a stunning range of stylish chairs, from mid-century to modern, cocktail to traditional.

Jemima

Shown in Cotton Velvet, Chalk Pink
Starting from £585

Emilia
W61cm, H78cm, D68cm
Starting from £425

Vesper
W61cm, H78cm, D68cm
Starting from £425

Celia
W70cm, H80cm, D85cm
Starting from £515

Gertrude
W77cm, H95cm, D83cm
Starting from £650

Isabella
W73cm, H106cm, D85cm
Starting from £690

Jemima
W76cm, H82cm, D108cm
Starting from £585
Chairs

Paired with our sofas, or as standalone feature pieces, our contemporary and classic armchairs are made for curling up with a good book.

Wallis
W84cm, H96cm, D92cm
Starting from £335

Grantley
W71cm, H89cm, D82cm
Starting from £650

Berkeley
W79cm, H115cm, D94cm
Starting from £765

Edmund
W91cm, H74cm, D92cm
Starting from £790

Aragon
W90cm, H99cm, D91cm
Starting from £335
Available in oak & walnut

Reuben
W84cm, H81cm, D91cm
Starting from £335
Available in oak & walnut
Footstools

Put your feet up on one of our elegant footstools. Designed to complement any of the sofas or chairs in our range, they’re available in your choice of more than 120 fabrics.

Betsey (Bed-in-a-box)
As Box: W99cm, H43cm, D74cm
As Bed: W99cm, H105cm, D212cm
Starting from £480

Wentworth
Bench: W106cm, H42cm, D53cm
Footstool: W53cm, H42cm, D53cm
Starting from £325

Tabitha (Removable cover)
W105cm, H33cm, D75cm
Starting from £250

Bennet
W39cm, H46cm, D39cm
Starting from £190

Tommy
W43cm, H43cm, D43cm
Starting from £160

Rupert (Storage)
W93cm, H42cm, D65cm
Starting from £400

Watson (Storage)
W58cm, H51cm, D58cm
Starting from £295

Pip (Storage)
W93cm, H40cm, D93cm
Starting from £380

Fairfax (Storage)
W86cm, H47cm, D64cm
Starting from £395

Otway
Small rectangle:
W71cm, H36cm, D51cm
Large rectangle:
W103cm, H36cm, D73cm
Square: W71cm, H36cm, D71cm
Starting from £265

Bounderby
Small rectangle:
W71cm, H36cm, D51cm
Square: W71cm, H36cm, D71cm
Starting from £335

Ferdinand
W70cm, H40cm, D54cm
Starting from £270

Hartfield
W74cm, H50cm, D75cm
Starting from £350

Cartwright
W75cm, H52cm, D58cm
Starting from £315

Eliot
W82cm, H45cm, D63cm
Starting from £280

Tommy
W43cm, H43cm, D43cm
Starting from £160

Betsey (Bed-in-a-box)
As Box: W99cm, H43cm, D74cm
As Bed: W99cm, H105cm, D212cm
Starting from £480

Wentworth
Bench: W106cm, H42cm, D53cm
Footstool: W53cm, H42cm, D53cm
Starting from £325

Tabitha (Removable cover)
W105cm, H33cm, D75cm
Starting from £250

Bennet
W39cm, H46cm, D39cm
Starting from £190

Tommy
W43cm, H43cm, D43cm
Starting from £160

Rupert (Storage)
W93cm, H42cm, D65cm
Starting from £400

Watson (Storage)
W58cm, H51cm, D58cm
Starting from £295

Pip (Storage)
W93cm, H40cm, D93cm
Starting from £380

Fairfax (Storage)
W86cm, H47cm, D64cm
Starting from £395

Otway
Small rectangle:
W71cm, H36cm, D51cm
Large rectangle:
W103cm, H36cm, D73cm
Square: W71cm, H36cm, D71cm
Starting from £265

Bounderby
Small rectangle:
W71cm, H36cm, D51cm
Square: W71cm, H36cm, D71cm
Starting from £335

Ferdinand
W70cm, H40cm, D54cm
Starting from £270

Hartfield
W74cm, H50cm, D75cm
Starting from £350

Cartwright
W75cm, H52cm, D58cm
Starting from £315

Eliot
W82cm, H45cm, D63cm
Starting from £280

Tommy
W43cm, H43cm, D43cm
Starting from £160
Blanket boxes

Our blanket boxes would make the perfect finishing touch to your living room, hallway or bedroom.

Rosaline
This classic blanket box makes the perfect addition to any room.
W128cm, H40cm, D45cm
Starting from £390

Jupiter
Long and deep with a diamond button finish.
W128cm, H49cm, D45cm
Starting from £440

Salisbury
Long and handsome, with a buttoned top finish.
W128cm, H40cm, D45cm
Starting from £410
Accessories

Providing integral support for sleepy heads and tired legs, our scatter cushions come in a range of shapes, sizes and fabric choices.

Plain cushions
Available in 120 house fabrics
Small, W40cm x H40cm, £23
Large, W47cm x H47cm, £25
Extra Large, W58cm x H58cm, £50
Lumbar, W53cm x H32cm, £27

Piped cushions
Available in 120 house fabrics
Small, W40cm x H40cm, £23
Large, W47cm x H47cm, £25
Extra Large, W58cm x H58cm, £50
Lumbar, W53cm x H32cm, £27

Linen Backed cushions
Available in 120 house fabrics
Small, W40cm x H40cm, £50
Large, W47cm x H47cm, £55
Extra Large, W58cm x H58cm, £85
Lumbar, W53cm x H32, £59

Jessica Zoob cushions
W50cm x H50cm, £80
Velvet, W50cm x H50cm, £95

Round bolster
Available in 120 house fabrics
W53cm x H32cm, £45

Oxford cushions
Available in 120 house fabrics
Small, W46cm x H46cm, £33
Large, W53cm x H53cm, £35
Extra Large, W64cm x H64cm, £59
Lumbar, W59cm x H38cm, £37

Linen Backed cushions
W50cm x H50cm, £80
Velvet, W50cm x H50cm, £95
Accessories

Snuggle down and cuddle up under our beautiful throws. Available in wool, cashmere and mohair, these throws will keep you cosy on cold winter nights as well as doubling up as the perfect living room accessory.
Our fabrics

Whether you like the warmth of wool or the gentle touch of linen, we’ve got more than 120 fabrics to choose from; all picked based on how they feel beneath hands, feet and cheeks. Here are just some of our favourites.

Linen
Whether they’re pure or cotton blends, we can guarantee that our linens are exquisitely soft. With a range of weave widths, that come in a variety of neutral and bold colours, our beautiful linens will keep their shape and age with grace.

Leather
Our superior quality, aniline leathers are stunning. The distressed leather has a worn-in look for a more traditional, aged style, while our classic leather is super soft and great for classic shapes and designs.

Wool
Wool is a soft to touch fabric that stays warm in the winter and cool in the summer. The natural fibres mean it retains its shape and keeps its colour, making it versatile and long lasting.

Velvet
Our sumptuous velvets are so soft and supple you won’t be able to keep your hands off them. Velvet is a luxurious, tactile choice and looks beautiful hand-draped over all our sofas.

Cotton
Pure cotton is a breathable, versatile fabric. It’s completely natural, long lasting and comes in a range of patterns, bright and subtle tones. It’s simple and classic, soft and strong.

Chenille
Our high-quality chenille fabrics are extremely soft with a texture similar to velvet. Chenille will not mark or crush and its stain repellent finish means that even the lightest colours are suitable for families. A brilliant all-around, durable fabric.

Textured
Love the feel of a textured fabric? Our textured fabrics are fluffy, sumptuous and soft to touch. Depending on which fabric style you choose, you’ll find a range of different textures in vibrant and subtle colours all picked for their extreme levels of softness and tactility.

Tweed
Our Tweed fabrics are durable and ideal for mixing and matching. This traditional pattern is brought up to date with a contemporary colour palette.

Linen
Whether they’re pure or cotton blends, we can guarantee that our linens are exquisitely soft. With a range of weave widths, that come in a variety of neutral and bold colours, our beautiful linens will keep their shape and age with grace.

Leather
Our superior quality, aniline leathers are stunning. The distressed leather has a worn-in look for a more traditional, aged style, while our classic leather is super soft and great for classic shapes and designs.

Wool
Wool is a soft to touch fabric that stays warm in the winter and cool in the summer. The natural fibres mean it retains its shape and keeps its colour, making it versatile and long lasting.

Velvet
Our sumptuous velvets are so soft and supple you won’t be able to keep your hands off them. Velvet is a luxurious, tactile choice and looks beautiful hand-draped over all our sofas.

Cotton
Pure cotton is a breathable, versatile fabric. It’s completely natural, long lasting and comes in a range of patterns, bright and subtle tones. It’s simple and classic, soft and strong.

Chenille
Our high-quality chenille fabrics are extremely soft with a texture similar to velvet. Chenille will not mark or crush and its stain repellent finish means that even the lightest colours are suitable for families. A brilliant all-around, durable fabric.

Textured
Love the feel of a textured fabric? Our textured fabrics are fluffy, sumptuous and soft to touch. Depending on which fabric style you choose, you’ll find a range of different textures in vibrant and subtle colours all picked for their extreme levels of softness and tactility.

Tweed
Our Tweed fabrics are durable and ideal for mixing and matching. This traditional pattern is brought up to date with a contemporary colour palate.
About us

At Arlo & Jacob, our family and yours are at the heart of everything we do and the clue is in the name. Inspired by the founder’s children, he wanted to create a range of sofas that could keep up with the bouncing, fort-building and lunchtime napping of his two energetic little boys; Arlo and Jacob.

Working from our factory in Long Eaton, the centre of upholstery in the UK, we’re proud that all our sofas are handcrafted right here in Britain, combining years of heritage and craftsmanship.

Our sofas are handcrafted the traditional way. That means they’re made with the care and attention of our dedicated and skilled craftsmen and women.

From the gluing, screwing and dowelling of our frames, to the finishing on our cushions, every one of our comfortable sofas is made to order by our hand-picked team of specialists and is carefully delivered to you.

See how our sofas are made at arloandjacob.com

THE NUTS & BOLTS

Here’s everything that goes into one of our three seater sofas.

2000 staples

75 springs

40 screws

30 dowels

25 metres of timber

16 metres of fabric

6 talented craftsmen and women

1 lifetime of comfort
Buy in comfort

Easy online ordering means you can find the sofa of your dreams from the comfort of your home.

Every Arlo & Jacob sofa is made from start to finish with care and attention by our hand-picked team of sofa specialists and then delivered to the room of your choice.

With our no questions asked returns policy, 0% Finance option, and lifetime guarantee on our frames, you can get comfortable, comfortably.

Order online at: arloandjacob.com

Call us: 03300 945 855

Or come and put your feet up in our showrooms:

**London**
Melbray House, Melbray Mews, 158 Hurlingham Road, Fulham, London, SW6 3NS

**Bristol**
94C Whiteladies Road, Bristol, BS8 2QX

**Harrogate**
25–26 West Park, Harrogate, HG1 1BJ

**Marlow**
33 Spittal Steet, Marlow, SL7 3HJ

*All information and prices are correct at the time of going to print*
arloandjacob.com

Visit our website,
call us on 03300 945 855
or pop into our showrooms:

LONDON
BRISTOL
HARROGATE
MARLOW